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ON RAY SWINFIELD 

by Bruce Johnson 

_________________________________________________________ 
 
[Bruce Johnson reviews the album The Winged Cliff, performed by Ray Swinfield’s 
Argenta Ora, and released on Merlin Records MRF 82401. This review appeared in 
the May/June 1983 edition of Jazz Magazine.] 
 

 
 

ay Swinfield’s name will be familiar to many readers of Jazz Magazine, since 
he is in fact an Australian musician, active in Sydney before he departed for 
the UK where I understand he is much in demand as a session man. This LP is 

the second under his own name, and it indicates that, while he may have become a 
more or less permanent resident of England, he has by no means forgotten Oz. The 
title of the album is taken from one of the songs on side 2, part of what he calls The 
Sydney Suite.  
 
Swinfield plays clarinet, alto, and flute, all of them within their ‘legitimate’ tonal and 
dynamic ranges, and with impeccable facility. Willow Weep for Me displays his 
clarinet work most impressively — a fairly straight tone with little vibrato, an icy 
clarity becoming perhaps a little thin in the high register. His alto playing is at its 
warmest on Days of Wine and Roses. It’s a slightly richer, more emotional sound 
than the clarinet, sometimes softening to a moving plangency. But it’s still 
fundamentally ‘correct’ in approach, with none of the controlled distortions and 
squeals that other schools of the instrument have developed. In fact, if you can 
mentally filter out the jazz context at the beginning of this song, you can almost hear 
the sound of Rudy Weidoft.  
 
Swinfield’s strongest voice on this LP, however, is the flute. As with the sax, many 
jazz players have opened up new avenues of interest on the instrument by exploring 
tonal possibilities for which it was not primarily designed: in particular, vocalising 
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while playing, to produce a more savage attack. Again, however, Swinfield prefers to 
remain with the instrument’ s conventional parameters, creating interest simply by 
his technical virtuosity, by the intricacy and ingenuity of his lines. Not that his work 
is frigidly cerebral. 
 

 
 
Ray Swinfield: the flute, in fact, is his most expressive instrument… PHOTO CREDIT 
EDMOND THOMMEN 
 
The flute, in fact, is his most expressive instrument, partly because his ‘ingenuity’ is 
profound enough to recognise when necessary the cunning of simplicity. Especially 
for an instrument generally thought of as being rather feminine, his sound is 
unusually strong and aggressive, particularly so on Oscar Pettiford’s skittish 
Tricrotism and on his own very busy Wynyard Hustle. This demonstrates well 
another aspect of his skill: the definition of his work even at great speed. Withal, 
however, his flute work isn’t frozen, and on The Lovers achieves considerable 
expressive depth simply by his control within the standard range of the instrument. 
 
The overall idiom is post-bop mainstream, accessible to most jazz tastes. Swinfield is 
backed by John Pearce (piano), John Aué (bass guitar), and Simon Morton (drums). 
Although new names to me, the whole effect is as professional and poised as you 
could hear anywhere. The fact that it’s not an American band has not led to any 
parochial unease or over-compensation. The quartet is tight — notice especially the 
co-ordination between Aué, Morton, and Swinfield as they zip through the head of 
Tricrotism — and always forceful and mutually sympathetic. 
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Although it’s only a quartet, some thought has gone into providing a greater textural 
range than the number of musicians, with their conventional instrumentation, might 
lead one to expect. The use of modest reverberation on a couple of tracks enhances 
the impression of variousness created by Swinfield’s use of three different horns. 
From time to time an alteration in the combination of instruments also throws a new 
sound into relief. Willow Weep uses just clarinet and bass for its introduction, and 
the extended rubato dialogue between flute and piano on The Lovers is a well-timed 
gentle interlude. 
 
Perhaps the greatest interest for the Australian market will be directed at Swinfield 
the composer, in particular, of what he has called The Sydney Suite. His general 
characteristics as a composer are melodic strength operating within a well- 
established harmonic convention. As its title suggests, the suite is a series of 
evocations of Swinfield’s home town. It seems to be a feature of Australian jazz 
composition to be programmatic or descriptive — Sangster and Dallwitz, as well as 
many of the younger composers, seem to be creatively stimulated by place and 
atmosphere rather than by the formidable abstractions of pure form. A problem with  
 

 
 
John Sangster (above) and Dave Dallwitz (below) seem to be creatively stimulated 
by place and atmosphere rather than by the formidable abstractions of pure form… 
DALLWITZ PHOTO COURTESY OXFORD COMPANION TO AUSTRALIAN JAZZ 
 

 
 
such music, as with all referential art forms, is that it seeks to turn the audience’s 
attention away from itself, to the thing described. One’s response is therefore not 
wholly to the music: is one shedding a briny because of the beauty inherent in the 
song, or at the memory of dear old Bondi Beach? 
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Ray Swinfield (left) pictured in London in 1977  with Gill Falson, wife of the 
trumpeter Ron Falson… PHOTO © RON FALSON ARCHIVE 
 
Swinfield’s recollections of Sydney are, by and large, made roseate by time. He kicks 
off with The Walkaround. A representation of a sunny stroll through town, the 
melody has the naive good spirits of the theme music for an inoffensive Australian 
comedy TV series. The composer has captured something very Australian here: 
whether by conscious design or because it’s an aspect of the Oz consciousness he 
unwittingly shares, he has captured the smiling unconcern that accepts the cosmetic 
surface of urban life, the city as a Disneyland for grownups. Grosvenor Street, 
ruminative and romantic, is more elegiac, evening music. Back to bustle again with 
Wynyard Hustle, appropriately frenetic and busy.  
 
Beauty and the Beach evokes the leisure of its subject, a wide open unhurried 
sunniness, a slow motion review of a hot afternoon on the sand. This track is one of 
the two which manage to incorporate an element of the unexpected into a traditional 
musical approach, yet without sacrificing prettiness. The title track is an oddly frantic 
vision of hang gliding, and shares with what had gone before a rather one-
dimensional view of its subject. Above all, what I missed was the black side of city 
life, the deformity of spirit which it creates. Only on the final track, Searching for the 
Car Park, did I hear something of this. It is based on a recollection of searching for a 
car in a car park while slightly pissed. I found this the most emotionally complex 
composition in the suite, as well as being the most adequate realisation of its subject. 
The upward, slightly lurching spiral of the melody, the uneven bar lengths, had 
something in them of what Dallwitz captured so completely in his Ern Malley Suite 
— the nightmarish distortion of the familiar, but without it becoming unrecognizable. 
The menace of the normal world we have come to take for granted makes only a 
fleeting appearance in The Sydney Suite, and this left it feeling a bit lightweight for 
me. 
 
For all that, this is another instance of Australian jazz composition attempting to 
define its own culture, and if only for that reason, we should attend to it. Even if I 
personally found something missing in terms of substance, it is an essay written with 
total musical literacy, on a subject which we cannot ignore. 


